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Abstract

In the last two decades, initiatives promoted by the media and national public o¢ cials of several

European former centrally planned (FCP) countries have induced the EU to produce inquiries, re-

ports, and directives regarding products�price and quality di¤erentials between FCP and non-FCP

markets. We investigate this issue empirically by examining custom data. We �nd that such di¤eren-

tials exist and can be rationalized by standard international trade theories in the presence of quality

di¤erentiation. Analogous evidence obtains by inspecting intra-EU trade and when the analysis is

extended to exporters worldwide, showing that the matter is global and does not pertain solely to EU

producers. Therefore, our �ndings suggest that the FCP countries�concerns may be unwarranted.
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1 Introduction

In the wake of the 1989 events that culminated with the dissolution of the Soviet Union, several European

former centrally planned (FCP) countries engaged in the transition to a market economy. After a decade

of economic turbulence, the transition began to stabilize. Eleven FCP countries negotiated membership

and eventually joined the European Union (EU). The media and political attention turned from the initial

concerns regarding the new institutional design and the massive privatization of state-owned assets to

political a¤airs related to the accession to an integrated economic area. One matter that caught the

public interest was the quality of goods supplied to FCP countries by existing EU members, chie�y the

neighboring Austria and Germany. The pioneering initiatives promoted by single countries (especially

those belonging to the Visegrád Group) opened the way for several inquiries, reports, and directives

within the EU. These political actions lasted for nearly ten years and led to extensive media coverage,

which occasionally escalated to speculations about producers�and retailers�potentially discriminatory

conduct towards consumers of the newly incorporated FCP countries.1

Despite the clamor, economists have paid little attention to this issue. The FCP countries�concern

involves allegedly aggressive market segmentation and pricing-to-market ; strategies used by exporters

to adjust their products� quality levels and prices to demand in the importing country depending on

the stability of local economic conditions and the competition faced in the destination market. While

several authors analyze these strategies, to our best knowledge, no contribution systematically investigates

whether (i) goods�price and quality di¤erentials exist between FCP and non-FCP markets, nor whether

such di¤erentials (ii) represent deviations from standard international trade theories and (iii) a distinctive

feature of the EU.2 We aim to �ll this knowledge gap by examining custom data disaggregated at the

product level. The �rst set of exercises focuses on trade �ows between EU members. We �nd a robust

discrepancy in prices and quality levels of imports and argue that typical producers� strategies in the

presence of quality di¤erentiation can explain such discrepancies. We then repeat our analysis after

extending the dataset to the whole set of available exporters worldwide and show that the matter is

global and does not hinge on producers being located in the EU. Therefore, our �ndings suggest that the

FCP countries�concerns may be unwarranted.

Our strategy to unveil potentially dissimilar behavior of non-FCP exporters towards FCP and non-

FCP markets can be summarized as follows. We begin by estimating prices and quality levels di¤erentials

of exports destined to FCP vis-a-vis non-FCP importers. We then compare these di¤erentials with those

computed for exports sourced from FCP countries in isolation and reaching the same sets of importers.

Four relevant scenarios emerge as combinations of the analysis�outcomes. The two exercises produce

di¤erentials pro�les: (a) comparable concerning prices and dissimilar regarding quality, with a dispropor-

tional quality gap in favor of FCP exporters; (b) comparable concerning quality and dissimilar regarding

1These actions resulted in intensive discussions within the European Commission and the European Parliament, which

eventually approved an amendment to the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive in 2019 to address this issue. See Item

[29] in the Webpage List.
2Market segmentation typically concerns the nonhomothetic behavior of demand along the quality dimension and results

in selecting speci�c products to ship to each destination country (see, e.g., Goldberg and Verboven, 2005; Flach, 2016;

Rodrigue and Tan, 2019). Pricing-to-market chie�y relates to competition elements and results in adjusting prices to the

particular markets to which exporters supply their products (see, e.g., Atkeson and Burstein, 2008; Simonovska, 2015;

Arkolakis, Costinot, Donaldson and Rodríguez-Clare, 2019).
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prices, with a disproportional price gap against FCP exporters; (c) dissimilar with respect to prices and

quality, with a disproportional quality (resp., price) gap in favor of (resp., against) FCP exporters; (d)

similar for both price and quality di¤erentials. We argue that (a), (b), or (c) should prevail when in-

specting intra-EU trade �ows and (d) when extending the analysis to extra-EU exporters for FCP EU

members�concerns to have solid foundations. Instead, we �nd that scenario (d) invariably materializes

as the outcome of our exercises.

The fundamental mechanism that generates the observed price and quality di¤erentials is driven by

consumers seeking foreign goods to �nd a better match to their ideal price-to-quality ratio than domestic

goods. The mechanism draws on the link between consumer income and product quality.3 A large

gap exists in per-capita GDP between FCP and non-FCP countries.4 The consequence of this income

disparity is that consumers in the two sets of countries pursue di¤erent product quality levels, both locally

and in the international markets.5 This event enables producers�market segmentation strategies.6 As

a result, the quality of imports in FCP countries is lower in absolute terms and higher relative to the

quality of their local goods. This implication is in line with the �shipping the good apples out�paradigm

(Hummels and Skiba, 2004) and the evidence of stronger trade intensity between countries at a similar

stage of development (Choi, Hummels and Xiang, 2009; Fieler, 2011).

Using custom data has several advantages, ranging from the number of countries to the large set and

granular disaggregation level of products included in the dataset. Product heterogeneity, however, also

represents an obstacle when comparing prices and quality levels across goods. We mitigate this issue by

anchoring prices and qualities of imports to their domestic counterparts. Speci�cally, as typical in the

international trade literature, we �rst let a good�s variety be identi�ed by the pair exporter-product, its

unit value by the ratio of bilateral trade�s value to volume, and its quantitative market share as the ratio

of bilateral to total trade�s volume. Then, we express both variables in relative terms to their domestic

counterparts. We also de�ne a dichotomic variable for FCP importers.

We preliminarily examine price di¤erentials by studying the association between relative unit values

and the FCP importer dummy. Our results show that the relative unit value di¤erential between FCP

and non-FCP countries is positive and statistically signi�cant. We may also interpret the �nding as

indicating the presence of product quality di¤erential since previous evidence on quality di¤erentiation

has relied chie�y on unit values as a proxy of quality. However, unit values disallow to discern between

prices and quality levels associated with goods�varieties, preventing the separate analysis of these two

variables�behavior that would help detect the presence of dual pricing and thereby foster or lessen FCP

3Theoretical foundations on the link between product quality and importer income can be found, e.g., in Fajgelbaum,

Grossman and Helpman (2011) and Jaimovich and Merella (2012, 2015). For seminal work on investigating the relationship

empirically, see Schott (2004), Hallak (2006), and Verhoogen (2008). See also Feenstra and Romalis (2014) and Merella and

Santabarbara (2016) for re�ned methods considering supply-side heterogeneity.
4 In the data (period 2000-2002), the average per-capita GDP in FCP (respectively, non-FCP) EU members is e16,051

(resp., e41,846).
5Evidence showing that import prices correlate with the importer�s income per head indicates that FCP countries may

source cheaper goods abroad. Likewise, complementary empirical �ndings on the correlation between export prices and

exporter�s income per head suggest that the FCP domestic basket�s composition varies similarly to the import basket. See,

e.g., Hummels and Klenow (2005), Bastos and Silva (2010), and Manova and Zhang (2012). Indeed, we �nd that both

import and domestic prices behave consistently with these observations (see Table 1 below).
6 In the presence of heterogeneous levels of competition faced across di¤erent importers, pricing-to-market surfaces as an

exporter�s strategy along with market segmentation.
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countries�concerns. We measure product quality levels as relative quantitative market share residuals

after controlling for unit values. Once again, we observe a positive and signi�cant relationship between

the quality measure and the FCP importer dummy, even when restricting the set of exporters to FCP

countries. Hence, unit values and quality measures display similar behavior, indicating no apparent

mismatch in the non-FCP exporters�conduct towards the two sets of markets. Similar results obtain on

a yearly basis and pooled datasets comprising disjoint periods.

A simple model guides our empirical exercises. Developing the model is worthwhile since we depart

from the literature in expressing the imported varieties�quantitative market shares relative to the domestic

one. The model is a version of the demand-side frameworks featured in, e.g., Khandelwal, Schott and

Wei (2013) and Jaimovich, Madzharova and Merella (2021), adapted to a structure comprising two

sets of countries (FCP and non-FCP). The quantitative market shares, which we use jointly with unit

values to construct the quality measures, are derived from representative households�demand schedules

in a standard fashion. We assume that domestic products are nested within goods so that a domestic

variety exists for each set of imported varieties. This feature allows us to write each imported variety�s

relative quantitative market share as a function of relative unit values and relative product quality. The

product quality di¤erential is identi�ed as part of the quality measure by the FCP importer dummy after

controlling for variety �xed e¤ects to capture demand features for speci�c products sourced from distinct

exporters and year �xed e¤ects to control for time variations in the (common) EU demand patterns.

We use two sets of price elasticities estimations to compute the quality measures. The �rst set,

produced by Broda, Green�eld and Weinstein (2006), provides price elasticity estimates for 73 countries

worldwide. Since these estimations directly cover most of the importers in our dataset, we use this set

for our benchmark exercises. The second set, produced by Broda and Weinstein (2006), comprises price

elasticities estimated on US data and conveniently supplied at a more disaggregated level. We use the

second set for our robustness exercises. Both sets of estimates are well-established, primarily because

the authors conscientiously deal with the endogeneity issues that arise when bringing demand-based

regression equations to the data due to producers simultaneously choosing goods� prices and quality

levels.

The structure of the paper is as follows. The remaining of this section provides motivational evidence

in terms of observed unit value di¤erentials between FCP and non-FCP markets. Section 2 presents a

simple model, used to obtain our regression equation. Section 3 describes the data and discusses the

estimation strategy. Section 4 illustrates our empirical results, and Section 5 concludes.

Motivational evidence

Shortly after the accession to the European Union, consumers of several FCP members experienced

a rising perception of di¤erences in quality levels between the goods sold in their domestic markets

and those supplied to non-FCP countries. This sentiment was revealed by several surveys and conse-

quently investigated by FCP nations�o¢ cial bodies in collaboration with research institutions, focusing

on product composition.7 The issue was investigated by country representatives at the national and

EU level and resulted in changes in EU legislation following relevant studies released by the European

7See, e.g., Items [30]-[33] in the Webpage List.
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Table 1.

Unit value di¤erential in FCP countries.

Dep. variable: Log unit value

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(absolute) (absolute) (relative) (relative)

FCP importer (dummy) �0.4087��� �0.2163��� 0.2748��� 0.4392���

(0.0458) (0.0298) (0.0345) (0.0135)

Domestic varieties Yes No No No

FCP exporters only No No No Yes

Observations 7,190 459,918 459,918 92,477

R2 0.9080 0.7580 0.8142 0.8403

Note. The table reports the coe¢ cients produced by estimations in which a dummy for former centrally

planned (FCP) countries is the independent variable. The dependent variable is the log of unit value. Unit

values are computed as the ratio between a given country�s values and volumes of locally produced or imported

varieties. It is used in absolute terms in Columns (1) and (2) and relative terms (i.e., divided by the unit value

of the domestic variety) in Columns (3) and (4). Data are described in Section 3. All estimations include year

and variety (product-exporter pair) �xed e¤ects. Standard errors, reported in parentheses, are robust in all

speci�cations and clustered by exporter in Columns (1) and (3). Signi�cance levels: ***0.01; **0.05; *0.10.

Commission.8 The discussion also extended to the di¤erence in prices of identical products sold in FCP

and non-FCP countries.9

This subsection o¤ers descriptive evidence based on intra-EU unit value di¤erentials of imported

varieties reaching FCP markets relative to those destined for other EU members. A variety is de�ned as

a given product sourced from a speci�c exporter. The unit value of a variety is calculated as the ratio of

value to volume of the relevant bilateral trade �ow. The dataset used to perform the exercises presented

here is the same as that employed later for our empirical analysis. Its implementation is described in

Section 3. We also produce a stylized framework to guide the results�interpretation. The framework is

described in Appendix A.2. Table 1 summarizes our �ndings.

The �rst two columns report the results of regressing the log of unit values on a dichotomic variable

equal to one for FCP importers and zero otherwise for a di¤erent set of varieties. Both estimations

feature year �xed e¤ects to control for time variations in the market conditions and variety �xed e¤ects

to account for peculiarities in the trade patterns of speci�c products supplied by a given exporter. Column

(1) summarizes the outcome of considering domestic varieties in isolation. The regression coe¢ cient is

negative and statistically signi�cant, suggesting that lower unit values are observed in FCP markets for

local products. Column (2) runs regression equation (8) based on imported varieties. The regression

coe¢ cient is again negative and highly signi�cant. These results align with the evidence produced by a

long string of contributions investigating the relationship between unit values and income per head of

8See Items [29] and [34]-[37] in the Webpage List.
9See, e.g., Item [38] in the Webpage List.
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both importer and exporter, once considering the negative per-capita GDP di¤erential between FCP and

non-FPC countries. The substantial drop in the coe¢ cient�s magnitude in Column (2) relative to (1) is

due to the rise (resp., fall) in unit values associated with the FCP (resp., non-FCP) markets (since both

sets of unit values represent averages relative to exports �owing from both FCP and non-FCP countries).

We resort to relative unit values to tackle the confounding e¤ect of considering heterogenous products�

values and volumes in absolute terms. We calculate relative unit values as the ratio of imported to

domestic varieties�unit values. The rationale for this choice is that similar speci�cities should impact the

unit value of a given good, both locally produced and imported. In light of this line of reasoning, Column

(3) repeats the same exercise as in (2), using the log of relative unit values as the dependent variable.

The regression coe¢ cient is positive and statistically signi�cant, in line with what is suggested by a

comparison between Columns (1) and (2). In Column (4), we run the same regression as in (3), restricting

the exporters to FCP countries. In doing so, we establish a benchmark pro�le of price di¤erentials of

exports reaching FCP and non-FCP markets, adding the average relative unit values charged by FCP

exporters to those emerging from the whole set of intra-EU trade �ows. Such a pro�le is later compared to

the quality di¤erential pro�le to detect potentially heterogeneous conduct by non-FCP exporters towards

FCP and non-FCP importers. The exercise also allows checking whether the absence of dual pricing is a

plausible assumption. The regression coe¢ cient is positive, statistically signi�cant, and markedly higher

than the one reported in Column (3).10 This �nding suggests that the no-dual-pricing assumption is not

counterfactual since the share of imports sourced from FCP countries is considerably larger in FCP than

in non-FCP markets.11

As discussed above, unit values have been extensively used in the international trade literature as a

proxy for product quality. From this perspective, the �ndings reported in Columns (3) and (4) would

indicate that the quality of varieties imported from FCP countries is more pronounced in FCP markets,

where trade is more intense, even when we control for the impact of market segmentation strategies by

computing unit values of imported varieties relative to the quality of the domestic variety. However,

looking into unit values prevents investigating potential discrepancies between prices and quality levels

associated with given goods�varieties. Disentangling these two variables is particularly relevant in the case

at hand since disproportionate di¤erentials in their pro�les might suggest the presence of heterogeneous

conducts of non-FCP exporters towards FCP and non-FCP markets, thereby providing support to the

FCP countries�concerns.

The remaining of the paper investigates whether a similar result obtains when product quality is

inferred from a demand system, a procedure that distinguishes between varieties prices and quality

levels. We also examine whether the outcomes of our investigation change when exporters outside the

EU (FCP and non-FCP) are included in the analysis to test whether our �ndings are speci�c to EU

producers. The next section takes the �rst step towards achieving these goals by developing a model to

construct relative product quality measures.

10A magnitude of the coe¢ cient in Column (4) smaller than Column (3) would counterfactually require either a lower

FCP-sourced import share in FCP than non-FCP countries or a sign �ip of the coe¢ cients reported in the �rst two columns.

See Bullet 4 of Case I in Appendix A.2 for a formalized version of this rationale.
11The average FCP (resp., non-FCP) share of imports accrued by FCP exporters is 25.4% (resp., 11.3%) in value and

29% (resp., 14.9%) in volume. Note that the results reported in Columns (3) and (4) do not show that dual pricing is

inconsistent with the data. This matter is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.
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2 Model

We use a simple demand-side framework as a model to guide our empirical investigation. The model

features a set of destination countries, indexed by i 2 I, and a representative household for each i. A
subset of countries, denoted by Ifcp � I, identi�es former centrally planned (FCP) economies. The
representative household may consume units of a �nite number of di¤erent goods indexed by s 2 S.
Every good s is available in several varieties, indexed by js 2 Js. The variety index is associated with the
source country. Therefore, we have one domestic variety (js = i) and several imported varieties (js 6= i)
for every good s.

The i-th representative household�s preferences are represented by

Yi =
Y
s2S

264
0@ X
js2Js

�
1
�s
i;js
q
�s�1
�s

i;js

1A
�s

�s�1
375
�s

: (1)

The CES speci�cation (1) is an adapted version of the one used by Broda and Weinstein (2006) and in

many other contributions in the literature.12 The right-hand side of (1) features a two-tier aggregator.

The outer Cobb-Douglas aggregator bundles goods s 2 S, with sectoral shares �s 2 (0; 1). The inner
CES aggregator bundles varieties js 2 Js, for each good s, with elasticity of substitution �s > 0. The
remaining elements of the preference speci�cation are qi;js , which denotes the quantity consumed of

variety js in country i, and the demand shifter �i;js , speci�c to country i and variety js.

From the �rst-order conditions of the representative household�s constrained problem based on (1),

we derive the demand function for variety js in country i

qi;js = �
�s
s P

�s
i Y

�s
i

0@ X
js2Js

�
1
�s
i;js
q
�s�1
�s

i;js

1A��s

p��si;js
�i;js ; (2)

where Pi is the price index associated to Yi. We let mi;js � qi;js=Qi;s be the quantitative market share
of variety js in country i, where Qi;s �

P
js2Js qi;js de�nes the aggregate quantity of good s consumed

in country i across all varieties js. Using (2), the quantitative market share reads

mi;js = p
��s
i;js

�i;js
i;s; (3)

where 
i;s �
�P

js2Js p
��s
i;js

�i;js

��1
is a country- and good-speci�c collective term, which can be inter-

preted as the harmonic mean of price-quality ratios, adjusted for the price sensitivity, of the varieties of

good s supplied to market i.13

Equation (3) also applies also to the domestic variety. Formally, letting ms
i;i be the quantitative

market share, psi;i the price and �
s
i;i the quality of the domestic variety of good s, we have

ms
i;i =

�
psi;i
���s

�si;i
i;s: (4)

12The main di¤erence between our setup and the one in Broda and Weinstein (2006) is that we let the domestic varieties be

nested within the variety aggregator of each good. Other examples of CES preference representation in applied international

trade can be found in Feenstra (1994), Khandelwal, Schott and Wei (2013) and Jaimovich, Mazdharova and Merella (2021).
13See the appendix for a complete derivation of (2) and (3).
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Dividing (3) by (4), we obtain the relative quantitative market share of variety js (to the domestic variety)

in country i

~mi;js �
mi;js

ms
i;i

=
p��si;js

~�i;js�
psi;i
���s ; (5)

where ~�i;js � �i;js=�si;i represents the deviation of variety js�s quality measure from the domestic variety�s.
We assume that the relative demand shifter ~�i;js comprises three separate components, that is,

~�i;js = exp (�js + &i + �i;js) ; (6)

where the exponential form is taken for analytical convenience. The second term at the exponent on

the right-hand side of (6), &i, is a taste shifter speci�c to country i. The third term, �i;js , is an i.i.d.

zero-mean taste shock speci�c to country i and variety js; i.e., we assume that EI;Js (�i;js) = 0. As a

result, the �rst term, �js , captures the intrinsic quality of variety js (the product quality after cleaning

out country-speci�c shocks), relative to the domestic variety. Using (6) into (5), and taking logs, we get

ln ~mi;js = ��s ln ~pi;js + �js + &i + �i;js : (7)

where ~pi;js � pi;js=psi;i.
Our analysis aims to investigate the potential role of a former centrally planned economic system in

in�uencing households�taste for product quality. To this end, we let the country-speci�c and variety-

independent taste shifter &i = &fcp for any country i 2 Ifcp, and &i = 0 otherwise. As a result, the

expected (log) demand shifter for variety js in an FCP country, EI (ln�i;js ji 2 Ifcp) = �js + &fcp,

di¤ers from those relative to countries that never experienced a centrally planned economic system,

EI (ln�i;js ji =2 Ifcp) = �js , provided that &fcp 6= 0. Equation (7) represents the baseline relationship

upon which we build the empirical analysis. The next section discusses our estimation strategy after

describing the implementation of the dataset, which collects the observations relevant to the analysis.

3 Data and estimation strategy

Our empirical analysis resorts to volumes and values traded at the product level. A notoriously rich

source of this type of observations is customs data. For this reason, the paper relies on the COMEXT

database managed by Eurostat, the Statistical O¢ ce of the European Commission. COMEXT reports

trade statistics on the value and quantity of goods exchanged between EU members and traded by

EU members from and to third countries at a �nely disaggregated level. As such, COMEXT is an

excellent building block for our investigation. For our purposes, sourcing data from COMEXT has

two key advantages. First, it provides records on several countries that underwent centralized forms of

economic activity. We refer to these countries as former centrally planned (FCP) economies. Second, it

also provides records on other countries, members of the same economic area and fairly comparable in

geographical and socio-economic aspects, that did not experience any centralized economic system.

Perhaps the most sensitive issue we face is choosing the period to consider in our study. An important

aspect to weigh up in taking our decision concerns the proximity to the event of the FCP countries�

economic systems switching from centralized to unplanned. COMEXT includes data on FCP countries

since 1999. This date is ideal for taking up our analysis since it follows the initial instability experienced
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by FCP countries during their transition to a market economy.14 However, COMEXT provides data only

on Slovakia for 1999. The set of FCP countries extends to 4 in 2000, 9 in 2001, and �nally all the 11

nations from 2002.15 Since accession to the EU occurred in 2004 for 8 FCP countries, potential economic

and statistical disruption suggests avoiding including the years 2003-2005 and limiting the benchmark

dataset to the period 2000-2002.16 Nevertheless, we extend the dataset �ve years to 2007 to produce

robustness checks.17 We exclude undi¤erentiated goods from our investigation since we look into product

quality di¤erentials. We adopt Rauch�s (1999) classi�cation, which separates the di¤erentiated products

from those traded on an organized exchange or reference-priced.

COMEXT provides trade data at the CN8-digit product level. We use values and volumes of the

imported products to compute the products�unit values, which play a role in the motivational evidence

presented in Section 1 and in the empirical results reported in Section 4. Along with distinguishing

between FCP and non-FCP countries, we complement these data with values and quantities of domestic

goods and estimated price elasticities. We infer data on domestic goods from the observations provided

by Eurostat�s PRODCOM database. Entries consist of values and quantities of total production, imports,

and exports of products at a distinct 8-digit level classi�cation, limiting the correspondence to the CN

categorization at a 6-digit level. For each product, we use the di¤erence between total production and

exports (both in value and volume) as a proxy for local consumption of the domestic variety.

Using a similar framework to the one presented in Section 2, Broda, Green�eld and Weinstein (2006)

produce price elasticity estimates at the HS 3-digit level for 73 countries in the world (we henceforth

refer to this set as the importers� price elasticities). Since these estimates are well-established and allow

us to bypass the endogeneity issues that arise when bringing regression equation (7) to the data, we use

them as a benchmark in computing the composite dependent variable featured in equation (8) below.18

However, HS 3-digit codes require a relatively high level of aggregation across products. Furthermore, the

estimates are unavailable for three out of the eleven FCP countries featured as importers in our dataset

(Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, and Estonia). For this reason, we also utilize the U.S. price elasticity

estimates produced by Broda and Weinstein (2006), which have the advantage of being provided at the

HS 10-digit level. We associate the U.S. price elasticities to COMEXT (and PRODCOM) products at

the HS 6-digit level.

We deal with outliers by reducing the dataset in several dimensions to prevent our results from be-

ing driven or tainted by extreme values in the data. In line with the literature, values and quantities

14There is consensus that the most turbulent period of the economic transition that followed the 1989 events in Central

and Eastern Europe ended with the series of crises that hit the region in 1997 and 1998. For a review of the economic

transition of the FCP EU members, see, e.g., Roaf, Atoyan, Joshi and Krogulski (2014).
15Speci�cally, out of 27 EU members, 11 countries are FCP economies (in parenthesis, the �rst years the country appears as

a COMEXT declarant): Slovakia (1999); Estonia, Lithuania, and Romania (2000); Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hungary,

Latvia, and Slovenia (2001); Croatia and Poland (2002).
16The eight FCP economies that were granted accession to the EU in 2004 are the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary,

Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia.
17We do not include the subsequent years to avoid the instability caused by the 2008 �nancial crisis and its aftermath.

Incorporating more recent years far beyond (20+ years) of the 1989 events seems an unnecessary extension to our purposes,

which look into the existence of a dissimilar product quality perception between FCP and non-FCP countries rather than

its potential persistence.
18For a discussion of the issues arising when estimating regression equations derived from demand systems, see, e.g.,

Berry (1994) and Feenstra (1994).
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Table 2.

Summary statistics.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

2000 2001 2002 2000-2002 2003-2007

No. products 2,341 2,351 2,309 2,334 2,422

No. varieties 82,863 83,842 85,556 84,087 91,099

No. varieties (FCP) 18,382 19,594 20,336 19,437 22,837

No. observations 340,888 367,061 411,366 1,119,315 2,170,323

No. obs. (FCP exp.) 62,171 73,194 85,106 220,471 490,291

No. obs. (FCP imp.) 39,613 75,491 109,965 225,069 653,055

No. HS-6 categories 1,301 1,288 1,263 1,399 1,656

No. HS-3 categories 114 114 117 120 140

No. exporters (total) 215 218 219 217 219

No. exporters (FCP) 42 42 42 42 42

No. importers (total) 18 23 25 22 27

No. importers (FCP) 4 9 11 8 11

Note. The table reports summary statistics for the years from 2000 to 2002 [Columns (1)-(3)] and for the

periods 2000-2002 [Column (4)] and 2003-2007 [Column (5)]. The number of varieties and observations are

reported gross of reductions applied to price elasticities. The reported numbers of HS categories are net of

such reductions. Product, categories, and varieties are treated as independent over time. Hence, the pooled

datasets comprise yearly �gure means for these variables, as well as for importers and exporters.

of each product are trimmed below the 5th and above the 95th percentile. The reduction applies to

observations sourced from both the COMEXT and PRODCOM databases. We also trim the importers�

price elasticities using the same strategy. Along this dimension, the excluded subset contains values that

are, on average, larger than the included ones by a factor of 27 (speci�cally, the means on included and

excluded price elasticities are 4.57 and 127.2, respectively). We operate a similar trimming also on the

U.S. price elasticities, though the outliers are identi�ed within each product category at the HS 6-digit

level.19

Table 2 reports summary statistics of the dataset we use for our study. For a more transparent

understanding of the data structure, the �gures are provided annually (for the years 2000-2002) and

pooled into two disjoint periods (2000-2002 and 2003-2007). Overall, the dataset features almost 3.3

million observations (gross of reductions applied to price elasticity outliers), with an average of more

than 870,000 (710,000) concerning FCP importers (exporters). The upward trends in the number of

products, varieties, and observations are possibly due to the growing set of EU declarants, classi�cation

adjustments, and international trading intensi�cation. Moderate trends also appear in most entries for

the period 2003-2007.
19The results shown throughout the paper are robust to sensitivity analysis, which we perform along every dimension

discussed in this paragraph. The relevant results are available from the authors upon request.
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The dataset resulting from the procedure detailed above is the building block of our empirical analysis.

We use it to infer product quality using the price and quantity information it comprises and investigate

whether the FCP markets�relative quality measures di¤er from those obtained for their non-FCP coun-

terparts.

The procedure we adopt to achieve these goals is as follows. Recall the baseline relationship (7) in

Section 2. In order to perform an empirical test of the hypothesis that the FCP countries�relative quality

measures systematically di¤er from non-FCP countries�(i.e., &fcp 6= 0), we de�ne the dependent variable
as xi;js � ln ~mi;js + �s ln ~pi;js . Using the dichotomic nature of �js and &i in (7), we write our regression

equation as

xi;js = Djs +Dfcp + �i;js ; (8)

where Dfcp is an FCP country-speci�c dummy that captures the e¤ect of &i and Djs is a variety-speci�c

dummy that captures the e¤ect of �js . The rationale is straightforward: after controlling for other

factors, if any in�uence of having experienced a centrally planned economic system exists on product

quality perception, then such in�uence should appear as a deviation, Dfcp, from the demand shifter, Djs .

We use two sets of values as measures for the price elasticity �s. Namely, the importers� price

elasticities, denoted by �imps , and the US price elasticities, denoted by �USs . The resulting dependent

variables are denoted by ximpi;js
and xUSi;js , respectively. The next section brings regression equation (8) to

the data.

4 Empirical analysis

In the motivational evidence subsection of Section 1, we have shown that relative unit values, computed

as the unit-value ratios of imported to domestic varieties, are systematically higher in FCP markets.

To disentangle product quality levels from prices and shed light on exporters�behavior by comparing

the relevant pro�les across di¤erent sets of importers, Section 2 has developed a model to derive a

quality measure from a demand system. Inferring relative product quality through this procedure allows

abstracting from using unit values as a proxy for quality. Unit values can thus be interpreted purely as

average prices and compared with the newly developed quality measures. The procedure also helps tackle

the impact of pricing-to-market strategies by taking into account the quantitative market share reaction

to price variations. We can thus interpret any systematic quality di¤erential resulting from our exercises

in terms of market segmentation�s e¤ects. Using the dataset illustrated in Section 3, we proceed to use

regression equation (8) to produce our empirical result.

Table 3 summarizes the �ndings of the �rst set of exercises. The dependent variable is the observed

equivalent of the relative quality measure plus a regression error term, interpreted as a zero-mean taste

shock speci�c to the importer and the variety (the product-exporter pair). It is calculated in two versions.

The �rst uses the importers�price elasticities estimated by Broda, Green�eld and Weinstein (2006) and

is denoted by ximpi;js
. The second version employs the importers�price elasticities estimated by Broda and

Green�eld (2006) and is denoted by xUSi;js . The independent variable is a dichotomic indicator equal to one

for FCP importers and nil otherwise. All regressions include year �xed e¤ects to capture period-speci�c

market conditions and variety �xed e¤ects to absorb trade peculiarities in given products sourced from a

speci�c country. Column (1) and (2) concern ximpi;js
, (3) and (4) xUSi;js . Pairwise, columns di¤er in the set

of exporters included in the analysis.
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Table 3.

Product quality di¤erential in FCP countries.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Dependent variable ximpi;js
ximpi;js

xUSi;js xUSi;js

Dfcp 1.2313��� 2.4062��� 1.4103��� 2.7960���

(0.2374) (0.1704) (0.2228) (0.1156)

FCP exporters only No Yes No Yes

Observations 357,970 72,725 377,777 76,832

R2 0.6417 0.6639 0.6086 0.6455

Note. The table reports the coe¢ cients produced by estimations for the period 2000-2002, in which a

dummy for former centrally planned (FCP) countries is the independent variable. The dependent variable

is the left-hand side of eq. (8), computed using importers� price elasticities in Columns (1) and (2) and

US price elasticities in Columns (3) and (4). Data are described in Section 3. All estimations include year

and variety (product-exporter pair) �xed e¤ects. Standard errors, reported in parentheses, are robust in all

speci�cations and two-way clustered by importer-product and exporters in Columns (1) and (3) and clustered

by importer-product in Columns (2) and (4). Signi�cance levels: ***0.01; **0.05; *0.10.

Columns (1) and (3) portray the outcome of the baseline regression. The coe¢ cients of the FCP

importer dummy are positive and statistically di¤erent from zero. These �ndings are suggestive of the

existence of a positive di¤erential in the relative quality measure between FCP and non-FCP markets.

The di¤erentials mirror qualitatively the one emerging from the estimations illustrated in Columns (3) of

Table 1. Thus, we establish a �rst parallel between the pro�les of price and quality di¤erentials: goods

imported by FCP countries are, on average, relatively more expensive than domestic ones but also of

higher quality. We now wish to address whether such pro�les vary substantially if we exclude non-FCP

exporters from the analysis.

We repeat the exercise restricting the set of exporters to FCP countries. Columns (2) and (4) report

our �ndings. The regression coe¢ cients remain positive and highly signi�cant, and their magnitude

records a slight rise. This result suggests that the di¤erence in quality measures between FCP and

non-FCP markets is more pronounced when looking at FCP exporters only, possibly because the more

intensive trading between FCP countries takes a larger toll on quality measures in non-FCP markets.

More importantly, the di¤erentials display the same qualitative pro�les as those in Columns (3) and (4)

of Table 1. The coe¢ cients�ratios associated with the log unit values in Table 1 (1.6) and the quality

measures in Table 3 (1.95 and 1.98, depending on whether we use importers� or US price elasticities,

respectively) are well above one.

Our analysis provides no signi�cant evidence of heterogeneity in the conduct of FCP and non-FCP

exporters toward FCP and non-FCP markets. Speci�cally, there is no sign of a disproportional qual-

ity gap against non-FCP exporters or a disproportional price gap against them. We may then rule

out discriminatory conduct by non-FCP exporters towards FCP markets within the EU, at least as long

as we compare their behavior to EU FCP exporters. In what follows, we consider the identi�ed di¤erential
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Table 4.

Product quality di¤erential in FCP countries (yearly data).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Year 2000 2000 2001 2001 2002 2002

Dependent variable ximpi;js
ximpi;js

ximpi;js
ximpi;js

ximpi;js
ximpi;js

Dfcp 0.8275�� 2.0560��� 1.4045��� 2.7058��� 1.2272��� 2.3041���

(0.3304) (0.3135) (0.2539) (0.2074) (0.2980) (0.2701)

FCP exporters only No Yes No Yes No Yes

Observations 108,234 20,050 112,599 23,064 137,137 29,611

R2 0.6630 0.6906 0.6533 0.6766 0.6157 0.6365

Dependent variable xUSi;js xUSi;js xUSi;js xUSi;js xUSi;js xUSi;js

Dfcp 0.8656�� 2.5207��� 1.4457��� 2.9014��� 1.5700��� 2.8103���

(0.3190) (0.3171) (0.2520) (0.1902) (0.2385) (0.2434)

FCP exporters only No Yes No Yes No Yes

Observations 114,853 21,361 118,650 24,302 144,274 31,169

R2 0.6080 0.6448 0.6107 0.6539 0.6075 0.6371

Note. The table reports the coe¢ cients produced by estimations on yearly data for the period 2000-2002,

in which the dependent variable is a function of the product�s quantitative market share and unit value as

speci�ed in equation (8), computed using importers�price elasticities in the top panel and US price elasticities

in the bottom panel. The independent variable is a dummy for former centrally planned (FCP) countries.

Data are described in Section 3. All estimations include variety (product-exporter pair) �xed e¤ects. Standard

errors, reported in parentheses, are robust in all speci�cations and two-way clustered by importer-product and

exporters in Columns (1), (3), and (5) and clustered by importer-product in Columns (2), (4), and (6).

Signi�cance levels: ***0.01; **0.05; *0.10.

pro�les as a benchmark and proceed to test the robustness of our �ndings.

Table 4 illustrates the results obtained by looking into relation (8) using yearly data. This exercise

aims to check whether our �ndings are sensitive to variations in the set of FCP importers included in

the analysis. The table shows that there are non-negligible discrepancies in the magnitude of the re-

gression coe¢ cients when we consider four (the year 2000), nine (2001), and eleven (2002) importers.

Notwithstanding, the relevant coe¢ cients�ratios remain well above one, ranging from 1.79 to 2.91. These

results con�rm that FCP exporters tend to trade goods of higher relative quality to FCP than non-

FCP markets, in line with the evidence illustrated in Table 3. Moreover, the pattern of the coe¢ cients�

magnitude variation over time is in line with an import composition analysis. The average share of FCP-

sourced imports for the relevant subset of countries in terms of value (resp., volume) is 29.73% (resp.,

33.37%) for the year 2000, 25.47% (resp., 29.16%) for 2001, and 25.43% (resp., 29%) for 2002. As a result,
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Table 5.

Product quality di¤erential in FCP countries (2003-2007).

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Dependent variable ximpi;js
ximpi;js

xUSi;js xUSi;js

Dfcp 1.3898��� 2.1965��� 1.5173��� 2.6655���

(0.1514) (0.0708) (0.1847) (0.0539)

FCP exporters only No Yes No Yes

Observations 687,761 159,637 758,771 178,664

R2 0.6100 0.6166 0.5949 0.6136

Note. The table reports the coe¢ cients produced by estimations for the period 2003-2007, in which a

dummy for former centrally planned (FCP) countries is the independent variable. The dependent variable is a

function of the product�s quantitative market share and unit value as speci�ed in equation (8), computed using

importers�price elasticities in Columns (1) and (2) and US price elasticities in Columns (3) and (4). Data are

described in Section 3. All estimations include year and variety (product-exporter pair) �xed e¤ects. Standard

errors, reported in parentheses, are robust in all speci�cations and two-way clustered by importer-product and

exporters in Columns (1) and (3) and clustered by importer-product in Columns (2) and (4). Signi�cance

levels: ***0.01; **0.05; *0.10.

Table 6.

Product quality di¤erential in FCP countries (all exporters worldwide).

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Dependent variable ximpi;js
ximpi;js

xUSi;js xUSi;js

Dfcp 1.0946��� 1.9735��� 1.3087��� 2.3527���

(0.2166) (0.1706) (0.1854) (0.1225)

FCP exporters only No Yes No Yes

Observations 580,998 110,007 614,646 116,625

R2 0.6532 0.6619 0.6248 0.6380

Note. The table reports the coe¢ cients produced by estimations with the complete set of exporters for

the period 2000-2002, in which a dummy for former centrally planned (FCP) countries is the independent

variable. The dependent variable is a function of the product�s quantitative market share and unit value as

speci�ed in equation (8), computed using importers�price elasticities in Columns (1) and (2) and US price

elasticities in Columns (3) and (4). Data are described in Section 3. All estimations include year and variety

(product-exporter pair) �xed e¤ects. Standard errors, reported in parentheses, are robust in all speci�cations

and two-way clustered by importer-product and exporters in Columns (1) and (3) and clustered by importer-

product in Columns (2) and (4). Signi�cance levels: ***0.01; **0.05; *0.10.
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the decline in FCP-sourced import shares matches the reduction of the quality di¤erential between the

restricted and unrestricted set of exporters.

As a further robustness check, Table 5 reports the results obtained by repeating the benchmark

exercises on a dataset comprising observations from 2003 to 2007. Compared to Table 3, we note slight

variations in the magnitude of the regression coe¢ cients, upwards in Columns (1) and (3) and downwards

in Columns (2) and (4). Once again, the quality di¤erential pro�les mirror those portrayed in the

previous tables, as the coe¢ cients� ratios equal 1.58 when using importers� price elasticities and 1.76

when using their US counterparts. Coe¢ cients�magnitude variations may be understood in terms of

import composition also in this case once one considers the rise of FCP-sourced import share in non-FCP

countries (from 11.3% to 12.3% in value and from 14.9% to 15.3% in volume).

The exercises performed so far have established that FCP and non-FCP exporters have similar conduct

regarding price and quality di¤erentials when catering to EU markets. An interesting question is whether

the same can be said about FCP and non-FCP exporters around the globe. The matter is relevant because

it provides another comparison for the di¤erential pro�les investigated so far and a way to inquire whether

trade intensity might induce deviations in the exporters�conduct within a given market. To pursue this

objective, we extend the exporters set to all the countries included in the COMEXT dataset.

Table 6 outlines the relevant �ndings.20 A comparison with Table 3 reveals a rise in the magnitude

of all regression coe¢ cients. The coe¢ cients�ratio associated with the estimations reported in the table

is about 1.8 when using importers�and US price elasticities. This outcome implies that there are no

apparent di¤erences in the relative behavior of exporters based within and outside the EU, regardless of

whether they supply their products to FCP or non-FCP countries. Additionally, import composition is

consistent with the observed coe¢ cients�magnitude variations. Relative to intra-EU trade, these shares

grow in terms of value (resp., volume) to 22% (resp., 28%) in non-FCP markets and 34% (resp., 40%) in

FCP markets.

5 Conclusion

In light of the media and political discussion regarding products�price and quality di¤erentials traded

within the EU between the former centrally planned (FCP) countries and the other members, the paper

has investigated the existence and the nature of such price di¤erentials. We have found that these two

elements subsist and are in line with standard economic theory in the presence of imperfect competition.

Speci�cally, exporters apply market segmentation and pricing-to-market strategies, adjusting prices and

quality levels of their products to meet the conditions they face in the destination market. However,

the behavior of EU non-FCP exporters does not di¤er substantially from their EU FCP counterparts or

extra-EU exporters worldwide.

We have used custom data to investigate the matter. We have controlled for cross-goods heterogeneity

by resorting to computations of imported goods�relative unit values to the relevant domestic goods�. A

simple model has guided the development of a relative quality measure based on relative quantitative

market shares and relative unit values. We have then computed the di¤erentials of these two variables

for EU exporters between EU FCP and non-FCP markets and compared the price di¤erential pro�le
20For robustness, Tables C.1 and C.2 in Appendix C replicate the exercises performed in Tables 4 and 5 using the extended

dataset.
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with the quality di¤erential pro�le. We have then contrasted this pro�le pair with those emerging

for EU FCP exporters in isolation and all exporters worldwide. The analysis has invariably produced

comparable results across the three sets of exporters. We have also shown that these outcomes are robust

to observations from two disjoint periods and di¤erent sets of importers.

We argue that our �ndings settle the EU products�quarrel. The mechanisms at work regarding EU

non-FCP exporters extend to the other exporters within the EU and do not even apply exclusively to EU

producers. On a �nal note, our exercises have pointed out that the varying composition of imports across

EU members and the intra-EU trade intensity relative to the one towards the rest of the world explains

the variation in magnitude of products�quality di¤erentials between FCP-sourced imports catered by EU

and non-EU exporters. Net of transportation cost and regulatory di¤erences, this evidence is suggestive

of better matching of EU varieties to the particular quality levels (and price-to-quality ratios) pursued

by EU consumers.
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Appendix

A.1. Chronology of actions on price/quality di¤erential within the EU

In 2004, the European Union enlarged to include the Czech Republic, Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia, Lithuania,

Hungary, Slovakia, Poland, Slovenia, and Malta. It was a historical milestone in the transformation

process of the countries in Central and East Europe, which could then be considered �nalized. However,

it was clear that a long way would remain to catch up with the existing member states in terms of

economic development. A few years later, consumers in Central and East Europe started to feel the lower

quality of imported products, even if these were presented as the same products with the same brand

and name. In 2011, the Public Opinion Research Centre of the Czech Republic conducted an extensive

questionnaire survey with more than 1,000 respondents focused on food safety and quality.21 About 58%

of people considered the di¤erences in quality levels signi�cant. Another 28% thought that there were

only minor di¤erences. In both cases, the questions referred to the quality of imported products, whereas

71% of the respondents perceived locally produced goods as �ne.

This general opinion was empirically con�rmed in 2017 when the Ministry of Agriculture of The

Czech Republic initiated the University of Chemistry and Technology Prague research project.22 The

project compared selected foods from the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria, Germany, and Hungary

21See Item [30] in the Webpage List.
22See Item [31] in the Webpage List.
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to determine whether products with di¤erent properties, such as composition, amount of ingredients,

or product weight, were sold under the same name and packaging. The study tested 21 products sold

in di¤erent countries under the same brand. The study found that thirteen were di¤erent, �ve slightly

di¤erent, and three were identical. In addition, �ve products had other volumes with the same package

size. Although the results were not strong enough to conclude that the quality of imported food to the

Central European countries was signi�cantly lower, some di¤erences were considered signi�cant.23

Although perceived di¤erences in quality refer mainly to food, other products have also been tested

for quality di¤erences. The study mentioned above included an analysis of the composition of the washing

powders. From a chemical standpoint, the study showed that the same washing powders have a signi�-

cantly higher proportion of active ingredients in Austria and Germany. In several studies, an independent

Czech consumer organization called dTest also dealt with di¤erences in the quality of food and washing

powders, toilet paper, toothpaste, and detergents.24 Albeit results are not robust and often criticized by

the producers for the weak methodology, they boosted political actions. Similar initiatives took place in

Slovakia, Hungary, Poland, and Slovenia. Since the general results in all these countries con�rmed lower

quality of imported goods than Germany and Austria, these countries started coordinated actions in EU

institutions to address the issue of quality di¤erences.

In 2018, The European Parliament approved a report on dual product quality in the single market,

presented by the Czech representative Olga Sehnalová.25 The report calls for intensi�ed work on dual food

quality and emphasizes that food safety and quality and protecting consumers from confusion are among

the EU�s top priorities.26 After subsequent discussions among the bodies of the European Union, The

European Parliament approved an amendment to the Unfair Commercial Practices Directive in 2019.27

The obligation to provide clear information on di¤erent compositions had disappeared compared to the

original proposal. Furthermore, not every di¤erence in composition would represent unfair commercial

practices. Even substantial di¤erences in the composition of a good supplied with the same packaging to

di¤erent countries would still be possible if justi�ed by legitimate and objective factors.28 This solution

was considered unsatisfactory by the Central and East European countries.

In 2019 European Commission released a study assessing di¤erences in the composition of EU food

products.29 The study evaluated 1,380 samples of 128 food products from 19 Member States and found

that 9% of products presented as the same across the EU had a di¤erent composition. Moreover, 22%

of products o¤ered similarly had a di¤erent composition. Simultaneously, the study did not �nd any

consistent geographical pattern in di¤erences and concluded that di¤erences in composition do not mean

di¤erences in quality. Two years after, the second part of the study was conducted. This time, it focused

on sensory di¤erences in food products.30 Trained experts for sensory properties tested the same products

23For instance, Luncheon sold in Germany contained meat in larger quantities and of higher quality. Other products like

tea, Nutella, and Nestea had more sugar, added vitamins, and lower contents of arti�cial sweeteners. Some dairy products

had slightly increased protein and fat and lower sugar content.
24See Item [32] in the Webpage List.
25See Item [33] in the Webpage List.
26See Item [34] in the Webpage List.
27See Item [29] in the Webpage List.
28See Item [33] in the Webpage List.
29See Item [35] in the Webpage List.
30See Item [36] in the Webpage List.
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as those for which the �rst study found di¤erences in composition. The analysis con�rmed that products

with di¤erent compositions are also perceived di¤erently by sensory senses. However, the di¤erences are

almost unrecognizable unless the composition is signi�cantly di¤erent.

In 2021, an amendment to the Food and Tobacco Products Act, which addresses the issue of dual

food quality and amends the Consumer Protection Act, came into force in the Czech Republic.31 From

that date, it is forbidden to place on the Czech market food products that are �seemingly identical to

food placed on the market in the other Member States of the European Union if the food supplied to the

Czech market has a signi�cantly di¤erent composition or properties.�Exceptions apply when �justi�ed

by legitimate and objective facts and the food is provided with easily accessible and su¢ cient information

on this di¤erent composition or properties.�32

A.2. Stylized trade framework

Consider a world economy split into two regions, denoted by r = C;D, with C \ D � ?. Region C
comprise several former centrally planned countries, D the remaining countries (decentralized economies).

Each country produces a single (composite) good, with unit value identical across countries belonging to

the same region. Speci�cally, letting x denote a country when considered as an exporter, and m when

considered as an importer, we have the following de�nitions:

i. the unit value of a good sourced from x to m is �xm, for all x and m: note that �
m
m refers to the

domestic variety, and �xm = �
r
m for all x 2 r;

ii. the relative unit value of a good sourced from x to m is ~�xm � �xm=�
m
m, for all x 6= m: note that

~�xm = ~�
r
m for all x 2 r;

iii. the average unit values of goods imported by m is �m = �m�Cm + (1� �m)�Dm, with 0 < �m < 1;

iv. the relative average unit values of goods imported by m is ~�m = �m~�Cm + (1� �m) ~�Dm.

Let now countries be denoted according to the region to which they belong: i.e., c 2 C and 8d 2 D.
In light of the evidence illustrated in Section 1, the variables involved in this framework must obey the

following stylized facts:

1. domestic goods are cheaper in C than D: i.e., �cc < �
d
d;

2.a. imported goods are cheaper (on average) in C than D: �c < �d;

2.b. the gap between imported goods� average unit values is narrower than for domestic varieties�:

�cc=�
d
d < �c=�d;

3. imported goods are relatively more expensive (on average) in C than D: ~�c > ~�d;

4. the gap between relative unit values is larger when looking at C-exporters only: ~�c
0

c =~�
c
d > ~�c=~�d,

for all c0 6= c.

Furthermore, it must be that the share of imports sourced from C is larger in C than D: �c > �d.

31See Item [37] in the Webpage List.
32See Item [33] in the Webpage List.
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We consider two scenarios. The �rst one assumes absence of dual pricing. The second one allows for

it. Both scenarios are consistent with the stylized facts listed above.

Case I. Absence of dual pricing. Suppose that unit values are lower in C than D and assume

absence of dual pricing: i.e.,

�CC = �
C
D = �

C < �D = �DD = �
D
C :

It follows that:

Variable C-importer D-importer

Domestic good�unit value �cc = �
C �dd = �

D

Imported goods�unit values
�c

0

c = �
C

�dc = �
D

�cd = �
C

�d
0

d = �
D

Average unit value of imports �c = �c�
C + (1� �c)�D �d = �d�

C + (1� �d)�D

Imported goods�relative unit values
~�c

0

c = 1

~�dc = �
D=�C

~�cd = �
C=�D

~�d
0

d = 1

Average relative unit value of imports ~�c = �c + (1� �c)�D=�C ~�d = �d�
C=�D + (1� �d)

Using De�nitions (i)-(iv), we obtain the following results:

1. Satis�ed since by de�nition �C < �D.

2.a. Satis�ed since since by de�nition �d < �c and �C < �D: note that

�c � �d = �c�
C + (1� �c)�D �

�
�d�

C + (1� �d)�D
�

= (�c � �d)
�
�C � �D

�
< 0:

2.b. Satis�ed since by de�nition �C < �D: rewrite the condition as �c�dd > �
c
c�d and note that

�d = �d�
C + (1� �d)�D < �d�D + (1� �d)�D = �D = �dd;

�cc = �C = �c�
C + (1� �c)�C < �c�C + (1� �c)�D < �c:

3. Satis�ed since by de�nition �C < �D: note that

~�d = �d�
C=�D + (1� �d) < �d�D=�D + (1� �d) = �d + (1� �d) = 1;

1 = �c + (1� �c) = �c + (1� �c)�C=�C < �c + (1� �c)�D=�C = ~�c:

4. Satis�ed due to �c < �d from (2.i): note that

~�c
~�d

<
�D

�C
~�c
~�d
=
�D

�C
�c + (1� �c)�D=�C
�d�C=�D + (1� �d)

=
�c�

C + (1� �c)�D
�d�C + (1� �d)�D

=
�c
�d
< 1;

1 <
�D

�C
=

1

�C=�D
=
~�c

0

c

~�cd
;

since by de�nition �C < �D.
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Case II. Presence of dual pricing in region D. Suppose that unit values are lower in C than D

and D�s goods have higher unit value in region C than D: i.e.,

�CC = �
C
D = �

C < �DD < �
D
C :

It follows that:

Variable C-importer D-importer

Domestic good�unit value �cc = �
C �dd = �

D
D

Imported goods�unit values
�c

0

c = �
C

�dc = �
D
C

�cd = �
C

�d
0

d = �
D
D

Average unit value of imports �c = �c�
C + (1� �c)�DC �d = �d�

C + (1� �d)�DD

Imported goods�relative unit values
~�c

0

c = 1

~�dc = �
D
C =�

C

~�cd = �
C=�DD

~�d
0

d = 1

Average relative unit value of imports ~�c = �c + (1� �c)�DC =�C ~�d = �d�
C=�DD + (1� �d)

Using De�nitions (i)-(iv), we obtain the following results:

1. Satis�ed since by de�nition �C < �DD

2.a. Satis�ed since since by de�nition �d < �c and �C < �DD < �
D
C : note that

�c � �d = �c�
C + (1� �c)�DC �

�
�d�

C + (1� �d)�DD
�

< (�c � �d)�C + (1� �c)�DD � (1� �d)�DD
< (�c � �d)

�
�C � �DD

�
< 0:

2.b. Satis�ed since by de�nition �C < �DD and �
C < �DC : rewrite the condition as �c�

d
d > �

c
c�d and note

that

�d = �d�
C + (1� �d)�DD < �d�DD + (1� �d)�DD < �DD = �dd;

�cc = �C = �c�
C + (1� �c)�C < �c�C + (1� �c)�DC < �c:

3. Satis�ed since by de�nition �C < �DD and �
C < �DC : note that

~�d = �d�
C=�DD + (1� �d) < �d�DD=�DD + (1� �d) = �d + (1� �d) = 1;

1 = �c + (1� �c) = �c + (1� �c)�C=�C < �c + (1� �c)�DC =�C = ~�c:

4. Satis�ed due to �c < �d from (2.i): note that

~�c
~�d

<
�DD
�C

~�c
~�d
=
�DD
�C

�c + (1� �c)�DC =�C
�d�C=�DD + (1� �d)

=
�c�

C + (1� �c)�DC
�d�C + (1� �d)�DD

=
�c
�d
< 1;

1 <
�DD
�C

=
1

�C=�DD
=
~�c

0

c

~�cd
:

since by de�nition �C < �DD.
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B. Representative household�s problem

Consider country-i representative household�s problem of maximizing the objective function (1) subject

the budget constraint X
s2S

X
js2Js

pi;jsqi;js � PiYi: (9)

Letting � denote the Lagrange multiplier on the constraint (1), we may write the Lagrangian

L =
Y
s2S

0@ X
js2Js

�
1
�s
i;js
q
�s�1
�s

i;js

1A
�s�s
�s�1

+ �

0@PiYi �X
s2S

X
js2Js

pi;jsqi;js

1A ;
from which we obtain the �rst-order condition

@L
@qi;js

=
�s
qi;js

�
1
�s
i;js
q
�s�1
�s

i;jsP
js2Js �

1
�s
i;js
q
�s�1
�s

i;js

Yi � �pi;js = 0; 8 js 2 Js; s 2 S; i 2 I; (10)

where we have assumed that the budget constraint binds.

Rearranging, multiplying the whole expression by qi;js and summing over the set Js yields

�s

P
js2Js �

1
�s
i;js
q
�s�1
�s

i;jsP
js2Js �

1
�s
i;js
q
�s�1
�s

i;js

Yi = �sYi = �
X
js2Js

pi;jsqi;js :

Furthermore, summing over the set S and imposing the parameter restriction
P

s2S �s = 1, we have

Yi =
X
s2S

�sYi = �
X
s2S

X
js2Js;t

pi;jsqi;js = �PiYi;

from which we learn that the Lagrange multiplier equals the reciprocal of the price index, i.e. � = P�1i .

Replacing this result into (10) and rearranging, we obtain the country-i demand function (2) of variety

js.

We de�ne the aggregate consumption of good s across all varieties js in country i as

Qi;s �
X
js2Js

qjs = �
�s
s P

�s
i Y

�s
i

0@ X
js2Js

�
1
�s
i;js
q
�s�1
�s

js

1A��s X
js2Js

p��sjs
�i;js : (11)

Imposing the identity mi;js � qi;js=Qi;s, using (2) and (11), and simplifying, we obtain (3).
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C. Additional tables

Table C.1.

Product quality di¤erential in FCP countries (all exporters worldwide, yearly data).

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Year 2000 2000 2001 2001 2002 2002

Dependent variable ximpi;js
ximpi;js

ximpi;js
ximpi;js

ximpi;js
ximpi;js

Dfcp 0.5447� 1.1044��� 1.2704��� 2.2535��� 1.1219��� 1.9956���

(0.3169) (0.2633) (0.2181) (0.2074) (0.2982) (0.2716)

FCP exporters only No Yes No Yes No Yes

Observations 178,014 30,309 181,191 34,497 221,793 45,201

R2 0.6726 0.6862 0.6669 0.6781 0.6270 0.6346

Dependent variable xUSi;js xUSi;js xUSi;js xUSi;js xUSi;js xUSi;js

Dfcp 0.5967�� 1.6964�� 1.3658��� 2.4578��� 1.5011��� 2.4738���

(0.2996) (0.7379) (0.2152) (0.4680) (0.2171) (0.3778)

FCP exporters only No Yes No Yes No Yes

Observations 190,687 32,532 190,454 36,329 233,505 47,764

R2 0.6278 0.6368 0.6286 0.6500 0.6197 0.6286

Note. The table reports the coe¢ cients produced by estimations with the complete set of exporters on

yearly data for the period 2000-2002, in which the dependent variable is a function of the product�s quantitative

market share and unit value as speci�ed in equation (8), computed using importers�price elasticities in the top

panel and US price elasticities in the bottom panel. The independent variable is a dummy for former centrally

planned (FCP) countries. Data are described in Section 3. All estimations include variety (product-exporter

pair) �xed e¤ects. Standard errors, reported in parentheses, are robust in all speci�cations and two-way

clustered by importer-product and exporters in Columns (1), (3), and (5) and clustered by importer-product

in Columns (2), (4), and (6). Signi�cance levels: ***0.01; **0.05; *0.10.
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Table C.2.

Product quality di¤erential in FCP countries (all exporters worldwide, 2003-2007).

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Dependent variable ximpi;js
ximpi;js

xUSi;js xUSi;js

Dfcp 1.2862��� 1.8660��� 1.4804��� 2.3148���

(0.1207) (0.0705) (0.1383) (0.0532)

FCP exporters only No Yes No Yes

Observations 1,141,053 253,543 1,264,659 286,311

R2 0.6300 0.6258 0.6185 0.6214

Note. The table reports the coe¢ cients produced by estimations with the complete set of exporters for

the period 2003-2007, in which a dummy for former centrally planned (FCP) countries is the independent

variable. The dependent variable is a function of the product�s quantitative market share and unit value as

speci�ed in equation (8), computed using importers�price elasticities in Columns (1) and (2) and US price

elasticities in Columns (3) and (4). Data are described in Section 3. All estimations include year and variety

(product-exporter pair) �xed e¤ects. Standard errors, reported in parentheses, are robust in all speci�cations

and two-way clustered by importer-product and exporters in Columns (1) and (3) and clustered by importer-

product in Columns (2) and (4). Signi�cance levels: ***0.01; **0.05; *0.10.
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